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Scopes N Scopes
Welcome to our online store! 

There’s nothing worse than having the perfect shot for a trophy buck and go-

ing home without it because your sight or your scope was off. Take home your 

prize withe the help of our quality lineup of rifle scopes and spotting scopes! 

These high end scopes are designed for precision and are built tough to last 

through the regular wear and tear of the outdoors. Improve your odds with the 

clear lens of these high caliber scopes!
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BUSHNELL TROPHY 1X25 TRS-25 731302 KONUS 4.5-16X40 M30 SCOPE 7280
TRS-25. 1 X 25. 3 MOA Dot reticle. Matte finish. 
Multi-coated optics. Amber-Bright high contrast lens 
coating. Integrated mount. 100% waterproof/fog-
proof/ shockproof construction

Engraved reticle technology. Built-in anti-canting 
bubble system. Locking fast focus ocular. 45 degree 
offset illuminator switch. Flip-up lens caps. True 
30mm tube (throughout).

FIREFIELS 2.5-10X40 RIFLESCOPE WITH 
RED LASER

BUSHNELL TROPHT XTREME RIFLE 
SCOPE 2.5-15X50MM-DOA600I

The Firefield Riflescope with Red Laser is equipped 
with a Green/Red Illuminated Mil Dot reticle that is 
used for range estimation to help find the distance 
between the shooter and the target

The Trophy Xtreme Rifle Scope 2.5-15x50mm 
provides outstanding versatility at close or long range 
with an illuminated DOA reticle. Its 30mm tube

BANNER RIFLE SCOPE 6-24X40MM
MATT BLACK MIL-DOT LEICA ER 5 1-5X24 PLEX SCOPE

Banner Rifle Scope 6-24x 40mm Matte Black Mil-Dot 
Bright. Accurate. Dependable. Deadly. Both of terrain 
and darkness

Leica is excited to introduce you to the ER 5 1-5x25 
Plex Scope. With high quality, this is a premium 
performance rifle scopes. The Leica ER 5 1-5 X 24

$215.97 $749.99

$393.99$116.95

$113.95 $349.99
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MUELLER QUICKSHOT CAMO
KONUS 15X-45X65MM KONUSPOT-65 

SPOTTING SCOPE WITH TRIPOD
The new Mueller Quick Shot sight has 2 built in sen-
sors in the front that detects the surrounding lighting 
conditions and automatically adjusts the brightness 

Konus 15X-45X65mm Konuspot-65 Spotting Scope 
with Tripod has a rainproof and fog proof innovative 
design and versatile zoom power

KONUS SIGHT PRO TE TACTICAL
RED/GREEN DOT SIGHT

BARSKA GREEN LASER WITH
MOUNT AND RAIL AU11408

LUNA OPTICS 1000M LASER RANGE-
FINDER PLUS SPEED METER

SA SPORTS DRAGON EYEZ 7.26 1500 
YARD RANGEFINDER 558 GLASSES

The tactical SightPro TR is not your traditional dot 
sight. It features 4 interchangeable reticle patterns 
that are among the most popular & versatile today.

The T6 aluminum body allows for the GLX laser sight 
to provide a strong, stable platform to mount acces-
sories to its integrated military standard picatinny rail

Luna Optics 1000m Laser Rangefinder Plus Speed 
Meter allows the user to see more clearly, further, 
and with more detail in low light and dark environ-

It doesn’t matter if the shot you are lining up is a 
31 Yard monster buck you are about to shoot with 
your crossbow, a 600 yard shot across the ridge at a 
trophy caribou

$113.97 $189.95

$278.96

$209.95

$118.99

$101.99
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